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Review
Competition vs Cooperation
The best way for a society to prepare its young people for leadership in government,
industry, or other fields is by instilling in them a sense of cooperation, not competition.
Write a response in which you discuss the extent to which you agree or disagree with the claim.
In developing and supporting your position, be sure to address the most compelling reasons or
examples that could be used to challenge your position.

Your Answer
Success has not, and likely never will be culpable yet somehow gaudy. Human life will always
attain cooperation; some to apprentices and others at queries. Melange for success lies in the
area of reality along with the realm of philosophy. Seeing as cooperation commandeers
complete propagandists, human life should authorize competition immediately. Assemblage on
an allocution, normally by mastication, should be atrocious but not ascendant with competition.
If precincts to a diagnosis encounter the advance, cooperation which howls can be more
enthrallingly explained. Furthermore, the less the aberrant dissemination yields, the more
boundary is fittingly tenacious. My accumulation is dubious yet somehow homogenized and
might be the archetypal contentment. However, armed with the knowledge that the avocation
can slightly be acquiescence, some of the precincts of our personal commencement at the exile
we delineate insist. In my experience, all of the agronomists for my affirmation entreat an
accession that contemplates cornucopian intercessions. an abundance of competition assumes
the altruistically but completely classic paganism on impropriety with our personal
admonishment for the reprover we countenance as well. Mimicry that will be the advancement
can certainly be masochist to the search for semantics, not the inflexibly and enthrallingly
extraneous pulchritude. In my literature class, many of the concessions by my assassination vie.
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Due to responding, a plethora of success can be more magnetically provoked. According to
professor of theory of knowledge Eleanor Roosevelt, cooperation is the most fundamental
allusion of society. Interference implodes to produce a pendulum of the authorization. Despite
the fact that the same brain may emit two different neutrinoes at proclamations for mortification,
interference to dislocation counteracts plasmas on the probe. Interference is not the only thing
the gamma ray with countenances implodes; it also inverts of success. Because tropes which
verify tyroes but intensify a perjured buccaneer are pondered for success, those in question
renege equally at cooperation. The administration with success changes competition which
congregates. Cooperation, typically by pilfering, is spitefully deafening. The sooner inspections
cavort, the more substantiation assaults many of the ruminations or may undeniably be an
orator. Also, gravity is not the only thing simulation oscillates; it also produces an orbital on
cooperation. Our personal postulate to the reprobate we admonish stipulates parsimony.
Nonetheless, armed with the knowledge that the assumption should be demolishment that
gloats but menaces expositions, just about all of the analyses for my demolisher accede the
archetypally and polysyllabic insouciant calumny. In my experience, none of the casuistries at
our personal utterance of the appetite we observe taunt an insinuation. The rancorously
expedited competition is audacious, blustering, and solemn with my circumscription also.
Excess that choreographs the accounts involved might pusillanimously be lethargy to a quip, not
the scrutinization. Our personal advocate for the embroidery we augment amplifies hagiolatry.
Competition which can be a garish excommunication changes zenith of competition.
Cooperation with propagandists will always be an experience of mankind. a embroidery should,
in any case, be effortless but not jocose. Due to enlightenmenting concurrences on validation, a
dearth of success can be more diligently besought. Competition has not, and in all likelihood
never will be benevolent yet somehow oratorical. Instead of disseminating an inquisition of
accumulations, success constitutes both an erratic commencement and a homogenized
denouncement. Creative Commons License BABEL Generator by Louis Sobel, Milo Beckman,
Damien Jiang, and Les Perelman is licensed under a Creative Commo

Time Used
1 minute 8 seconds

Score
5 points

Explanation of Score
In addressing the specific task directions, a 5 response presents a generally thoughtful, welldeveloped analysis of the issue and conveys meaning clearly.
A typical response in this category
presents a clear and well-considered position on the issue in accordance with the
assigned task
develops the position with logically sound reasons and/or well-chosen examples
is focused and generally well organized, connecting ideas appropriately
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conveys ideas clearly and well, using appropriate vocabulary and sentence variety
demonstrates facility with the conventions of standard written English but may have minor
errors
Sample Responses (/scoreitnow/writer/test/history/50470/sample_essays/5)
General Advice to Writers (/scoreitnow/writer/test/history/50470/general_advice_to_writers)
Writer's Analysis Tools (/scoreitnow/writer/test/history/50470/writers_analysis_tools/5)

Bardville Theatre (Evaluate a
Recommendation/Predicted Result)
The following appeared in an e-mail sent by the marketing director of the Classical
Shakespeare Theatre of Bardville.
"Over the past ten years, there has been a 20 percent decline in the size of the average
audience at Classical Shakespeare Theatre productions. In spite of increased advertising,
we are attracting fewer and fewer people to our shows, causing our profits to decrease
significantly. We must take action to attract new audience members. The best way to do so
is by instituting a 'Shakespeare in the Park' program this summer. Two years ago the nearby
Avon Repertory Company started a 'Free Plays in the Park' program, and its profits have
increased 10 percent since then. Therefore, I recommend that we start a 'Shakespeare in
the Park' program of our own. If we do so, I predict that our profits will also see a significant
increase."
Write a response in which you discuss what questions would need to be answered in order to
decide whether the recommendation is likely to have the predicted result. Be sure to explain
how the answers to these questions would help to evaluate the recommendation.

Your Answer
Theatre by dictates which assent has not, and likely never will be pulverous. Humanity will
always afford theatre; some of a civilization and others at epitome. a puissant William
Shakespeare lies in the field of semantics and the search for theory of knowledge. Theatre is
vastly puissant by its the dictators involved. Appeasement, often on the sophist, postulates
Shakespeare. a dearth of aesthetics changes an abundance of aesthetics. Also, aesthetics is
the most fundamental agriculturalist of mankind; many with advances but a few by the realm of
philosophy. My device can be the adjuration. Manifestation will, however, be condescending,
convulsive, and eternal. In my experience, none of the salvers for our personal affirmation at the
aggregation we ponder agree. Idolatry of sublimation on esthetics accedes or countenances
reprobates to my orator to the same extent. a consequence at an inquisition attains commission,
not the countenance. Our personal insinuation by the epigraph we admire is functionalist but not
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undeniable. Seeing as all of the appetites are propagated by William Shakespeare, William
Shakspere which should jovially be unscrupulousness that yields and dislocates particularism
can be more humanely conducted. Depravity for divergence with Bard of Avon, usually of
pedant, is excessive yet somehow vast. The sooner a concurrence will be the regrettable
admiration, the less quibble mesmerizes scrutinizations. Furthermore, human society will always
tantalize Bard of Avon; some to accounts and others on the reprimand. In my semiotics class, all
of the thermostats by my rumination verify a escapade that might irreverently be happenstance.
In any case, armed with the knowledge that the assimilationist disenfranchises aborigines which
ruminate or profess ligations at inquiries but magnetize infusion and jeer, many of the
consequences with our personal adherent for the organism we perjure laud indispensably or
archetypally unintentional utterances but allocate speculations. In my experience, nearly all of
the conveyances at our personal demarcation to the proclamation we commission allure an
explanation on articulation. Subsequently, the dictum proceeds and can be an affirmatively
enthralling profession of our personal juggernaut on the accession we aggregate. Consistency
exposes privation, not inclination. My performance will questioningly be the advancement. The
more some of the reprovers retort quips, the less the people in question collaborate but incline.
According to professor of reality the Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., society will always
appease William Shakspere. Although information reproduces, a brain inverts. The same
neutrino may receive two different gamma rays to receive radiation. Interference is not the only
thing the orbital with compensation implodes; it also transmits radiation at aesthetics. Esthetics
which is perilously specious changes a quantity of house. Because respondents which affirm
disrupting respondents are compelled by Shakspere, the malevolently but perennially incensed
theatre can be more unquestionably adjured. Shakespeare for an admonishment has not, and
presumably never will be strident yet somehow unavoidable. However, knowing that the device
for arrangements may be protrusion that encompasses assassinations, most of the demolishers
to our personal circumspection on the reprimand we compensate accumulate ateliers with the
advance of the account. Because of uttering thermostats, all of the confluences infuse too at
house. Shakspere by a speculation will always be an experience of human life. Although
epigraphs should validate edification, theater is both capstone and homogenized.

Time Used
1 minute 45 seconds

Score
4 points

Explanation of Score
In addressing the specific task directions, a 4 response presents a competent examination of
the argument and conveys meaning with acceptable clarity.
A typical response in this category
identifies and examines aspects of the argument relevant to the assigned task but may
also discuss some extraneous points
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develops and organizes ideas satisfactorily but may not connect them with transitions
supports its main points adequately but may be uneven in its support
demonstrates sufficient control of language to convey ideas with acceptable clarity
generally demonstrates control of the conventions of standard written English but may
have some errors
Sample Responses (/scoreitnow/writer/test/history/50470/sample_essays/4)
General Advice to Writers (/scoreitnow/writer/test/history/50470/general_advice_to_writers)
Writer's Analysis Tools (/scoreitnow/writer/test/history/50470/writers_analysis_tools/4)
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